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Commonly, 
s p e c t a t o r s 
become high 
fastidious when 
it comes to a 
new stage 
version of 
classic text . And 
that is probably 
the way it 
should be, 
especially when 
it is a question 
of the short 
story con si-
dered by many 
as the founder of existentialism . 

A couch, armchair, poor light 
from a single lamp and almost an 
illegible whisper conduct us into 
Notes from Underground under 
Fyodor Dostoyevsky – young 
director, Stefan Dimitrov’s 
graduation work . Otherwise cozy 
Sofia Puppet Theatre’s stage 
becomes an obscure and 
oppressing underground in which 
the protagonist, performed by 
Tigran Torosyan, chose to live the 
rest of his life in isolation from 
society and the wider world .

It was not only that I could not 
become spiteful, I did not know 
how to become anything; neither 
spiteful nor kind, neither a rascal 
nor an honest man, neither a hero 
nor an insect. Now, I am living out 
my life in my corner, taunting 
myself with the spiteful and useless 
consolation that an intelligent man 
cannot become anything seriously, 
and it is only the fool who becomes 
anything. These are the character’s 
leading words toward his 
underground’s sanctuary, a space 
simultaneously inhabited by the 
body and a state of mind . In the 
first part of the representation his 
confession sounds somehow 
dismembered and tortured . The 
spectator is involved into his 
narrative trough a microphone 

Ray of Light toward the Underground  
      of a Human Soul 

talk, sometimes he addresses 
directly to the public by a question 
or comment . Music in this initial 
scene, in addition to the blinding 
light directed to the public, 
represent a tacit agreement not to 
take quite seriously his story . The 
eccentric from the underground 
describes himself as an anti-hero 
who should not be trusted 
completely . His monologue allows 
us to easily trace how man slowly 
moved away from society and 
submerged into the underground 
of his life . Leaving one’s post, self-
isolation in an apartment, casting 
aside the youth idealism and the 
desire to take part in social life are 
only part of the signs manifesting 
paralysis of the fully aware person 
in modern society .

His notes become progressively 
rougher and rougher . A scene 
sunk into entire and somehow 
sinister darkness in which he goes 
down in the hall, walks around 
the spectators and murmurs his 
story, marks the second part of 
the performance . The protagonist 
puts himself under a merciless 
self-analysis by looking back at a 
couple of events in his youth . 
Rays of light sneak through 
narrow gaps in order to reach the 
underground where he stands 
and describes three situations 

from his life before the self-
isolation . Pale light marks the 
presence of absent faces in every 
one of them . Tigran Torosyan 
succeeds not only to depict his 
character’s duplicity . He reveals 
without a doubt his inner world 
and what is he in society . He 
dexterously imitates his ex 
schoolmates and the officer who 
does not notice him . Suddenly 
enters in his life Liza (Mila 
Kolarova), a young prostitute, 
illuminated in white light, such as 
immaterial creature, whose 
destiny provokes him to save her 
from a sinful life . Nevertheless, 
girl’s positive reaction toward him 
is promptly followed by a cruel 
and odious rejection . But sending 
away Liza is losing his last chance 
to save himself by saving her .

This performance’s impact is 
strong – visually and emotionally . 
Human’s frustration of reality 
morphs into discontentedness of 
vain ideals and values . Suffering 
and self-destruction are the only 
possible salvation . This man’s 
words echo long after the end, 
forcing us to question if sometimes 
we do not prefer misery to 
happiness .
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